
Animacule Apocalypse 
The Race to Avoid Extinction! 
 
By Tim Elphick and Matt Melchert. 
 
In the dark ooze before time began there lived tiny animacules just struggling to get 
by. Your job is to lead your tribe of animacules in a race to out-manoeuvre, out-eat, 
out-evolve and basically out-live the other animacules, or face extinction. Life may 
look rosy now with food and space in abundance, but it will soon become crowded 
living round here, and there are calamities around every corner. So the animacules 
need to evolve and diversify in order to better survive the coming calamities. 
 
Equipment 
 
One board with 8x8 squares with a starting square at each corner for each player. 
7 Animacules for each player, with positions numbered 1-4 for allelomorphs. 
16 Allelomorphs in each of the 4 colours (red, green, yellow, and blue). 
One dice is required. 
 
Setup 
 
On the board, place one animacule in each starting corner.  Add one allelomorph of a 
unique colour to each animacule, then place the other 15 allelomorphs of the same 
colour in the rest of the empty squares in the quadrant of the board that the starting 
animacule is in. See Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1: Initial Game setup. 
 



Goal 
 
The game ends when there is only one player’s animacules left on the board and all 
the other players are extinct.  That player is the winner. In order to best survive the 
calamities at the end of the game, the player should try and diversify the allelomorphs 
that make up their animacules, thus making them less susceptible. 
 
Turns 
 
The starting player is the last person to have had soup – primordial or any other kind. 
 
Players take turns in a clockwise order.  On a turn a player may only affect one 
animacule.  They may do one of three actions: Move, Attack or Reproduce. 
 
Move: 
An animacule can move one square in any orthogonal direction (up, down, left or 
right but not diagonal).  An animacule cannot move into a square that already has an 
animacule, unless they are attacking the animacule — see Attack below.  If there is a 
allelomorph in the square that the animacule moves into, then the animacule ingests 
that allelomorph, and it is added to the next empty square on the back of the 
animacule.  If the square is empty, then the player causes a calamity and immediately 
applies its affect – see Calamities below. 
 
Attack: 
The animacule can attack another animacule by moving into the same square as the 
other animacule. The player rolls a dice: if it is odd then the opponent loses one 
allelomorph from their animacule; if it is even then the player removes a allelomorph 
from their own animacule.  Allelomorphs are always removed starting with the 
highest number.  If the last allelomorph is removed from an animacule, then that 
animacule dies and is removed from the game back to the players supply.  If the 
player succeeds in killing the opponents animacule, then they move their animacule 
into the square that the opponents animacule was in, and adds the last allelomorph 
taken from the opponents animacule as the spoils of victory.  The player may choose 
to retreat from the fight before any dice roll after the first attack, in which case they 
retreat to the square they started from and take no further action that turn. 
 
Reproduce: 
There are two kinds of reproduction available: Parthenogenesis and Allogamy.   
 
Parthenogenesis: If an animacule has all 4 allelomorphs, then it can reproduce using 
parthenogenesis.  Here a second animacule is placed adjacent to the first animacule 
and the allelomorphs in position 3 and 4 are placed into positions 1 and 2 of the new 
animacule.  This represents the animacule reproducing by splitting in two. See figure 
2a and figure 2b. 
 
If the child created is in a square that has an allelomorph, then it immediately ingests 
the allelomorph. 
 
 



 
Figure 2a: Conditions are right for Pink to reproduce using Parthenogenesis. 
 

 
Figure 2b: Pink has reproduced.  Note that the child has automatically ingested and 
thus has three allelomorphs. 
 



Allogamy is only possible if the player’s animacule has all 4 allelomorphs and is 
adjacent to another animacule (their own or another players) that also has all 4 
allelomorphs full.  This requires the consent of the other player, and involves them 
losing their next turn.  If the second animacule is your own then you lose your next 
turn.  Reproduction via allogamy involves placing a second animacule in your colour 
adjacent to your animacule and placing a second animacule of the colour of the other 
animacule on the other side of that animacule.  That is, there should be a line of 4 
animacules in a row with the two new children on the outside and the parents on the 
inside. Your new animacule takes the 3rd allelomorph in each of the two parents, and 
the 4th allelomorph from each parent is put into the other child animacule.  This 
represents the cross-fertilisation in allogamy where the children inherit parts of the 
DNA of both parents. See figures 3a and 3b. 
 

 
Figure 3a: Conditions are right for Orange and Brown to reproduce using Allogamy. 
 

 
Figure 3b: After reproduction. See how the two children on the ends have one 
allelomorph from each parent. 
 



Again, if a child created is in a square that has an allelomorph, then it immediately 
ingests the allelomorph. 
 
Calamities 
 
When an animacule moves to a square that is empty, a calamity occurs.  The player 
rolls a dice to see what calamity occurs, and then rolls the dice again to see who it 
effects. 
 
Roll Calamity 
1 nothing happens 
2 Sunburst: remove all allelomorphs of one colour from the animacules (roll to 

determine colour and player) 
3 Pestilence: remove half of the allelomorphs of one colour from the 

animacules, rounded up (roll to determine colour and player) 
4 Death: animacule that caused the calamity dies 
5 Famine: remove one allelomorph from each animacule (roll to determine 

player) 
6 nothing happens 
 
For the role to determine player: 
Roll Colour of allelomorphs affected 
1 roll again 
2 red allelomorphs 
3 green allelomorphs 
4 yellow allelomorphs 
5 blue allelomorphs 
6 roll again 
 
For the player affected, if it is odd, then it is just the current animacule.  If it is even, 
then all players are affected. 
 
If there are any animacules after the calamity is resolved that have no allelomorphs 
left, then they die and are removed from the board and returned to the players supply. 
The allelomorph removed from position 1 of the dead animacule is left in the square 
as food.  This also happens for a Calamity roll of 4: Death. 
 
Game ends 
 
The game ends when there is only one player’s animacules left on the board and all the 
other players are extinct.  That player is the winner. 
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